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Resolution of reservoir scale electrical anisotropy from marine CSEM data
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seabed. However, for 1D models where the number of inversion
parameters can be fixed to be only a few layers, both vertical and
horizontal resistivity of the reservoir can be well resolved using
a stochastic inversion. We found that the resolution of horizontal
resistivity increases as the horizontal resistivity decreases. This
effect is explained by the presence of strong horizontal current
density in anisotropic layers with low horizontal resistivity.
Conversely, when the reservoir has a vertical to horizontal resistivity ratio of about 10 or less, the current density is vertically
polarized and hence has little sensitivity to the horizontal resistivity. Resistivity anisotropy estimates from 3D inversion for 3D
targets suggest that resolution of reservoir level anisotropy for
3D targets will require good a priori knowledge of the background sediment conductivity and structural boundaries.

ABSTRACT
A combination of 1D and 3D forward and inverse solutions is
used to quantify the sensitivity and resolution of conventional
controlled source electromagnetic (CSEM) data collected using
a horizontal electric dipole source to transverse electric anisotropy located in a deep-water exploration reservoir target. Because strongly anisotropic shale layers have a vertical resistivity
that can be comparable to many reservoirs, we examined how
CSEM can discriminate confounding shale layers through their
characteristically lower horizontal resistivity. Forward modeling
indicated that the sensitivity to reservoir level anisotropy is very
low compared with the sensitivity to isotropic reservoirs, especially when the reservoir is deeper than about 2 km below the

INTRODUCTION

anisotropy where the ratio of vertical (Rvert ) to horizontal (Rhorz )
resistivity ranges between one and three. The effect of this macroscale electric anisotropy in hydrocarbon exploration has been
shown to be significant (e.g., Tompkins, 2004, 2005; Hoversten
et al. 2006; Lu and Xia 2007). The overburden anisotropy has been
shown to produce larger effects than anisotropy at the reservoir level
(e.g., Tompkins, 2005, Li and Dai, 2011). Newman et al. (2010)
show that accounting for electric anisotropy in the background
model was essential in fitting offline, or the so-called broadside,
CSEM data. More importantly, the ability to fit the broadside data
improved the inverted resistivity structure overall.
The ability to determine both the vertical and horizontal resistivity of reservoir sized zones has several applications. In the case of
hydrocarbon-saturated sands with homogeneous grain size, where
the electric resistivity is expected to be more isotropic, the ability to
accurately image electric anisotropy could help in distinguishing oil
sand from anisotropic shale. Shale is the most common rock where

The field of marine controlled source electromagnetics (CSEM)
has made major advances in most aspects of data-acquisition and
interpretation over the last ten years. A significant step in interpretation capability came with the recognition of the importance of
electrical anisotropy in the measured CSEM responses. The effect
of electric anisotropy has been the subject of many papers: in deep
crustal studies (Everett and Constable, 1999), fracture detection and
mapping (Le Masne and Vasseur, 1981), mineral exploration
(Al-Garni and Everett, 2003), and in borehole logging (Lu and
Alumbaugh, 2001). Barber et al. (2004) demonstrate how electric
anisotropy can be determined through borehole logging. Ellis et al.
(2010) developed an effective medium model for sediment anisotropy arising through preferred grain shape and alignment.
Initial recognition of the importance of electric anisotropy for
marine CSEM has focused on the relatively modest macroscale
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anisotropy (both acoustic and electric) is generated at the
microscale (although layered shale-sand could have macroscale
anisotropy). Hoversten et al. (2006) present a case where a highly
anisotropic shale layer (Rvert ∕Rhorz ∼ 40) had been mistaken for a
hydrocarbon bearing sand. In comparison, the vertical resistivity of
many hydrocarbon-saturated sands can be on the order of 30 Ωm,
and in some cases, lower. The latter case places them in the same
range as anisotropic shale. Accurate determination of horizontal resistivity could help discriminate between a uniform porosity and
uniform grain size sands and highly anisotropic shale.
A second application is for the large electric anisotropy that has
also been observed in clean sands with uniform porosity. Anderson
et al. (1994) describe anisotropies on the order of 10∶1 and greater
in such sands where the anisotropy is thought to be caused by variations in grain size, and hence, permeability (Klein, 1996). Sands
with uniform porosity but variable permeability and grain size are
electrically isotropic when filled with pore water, only becoming
anisotropic with the introduction of hydrocarbons. This leads to
the intriguing possibility of making permeability estimates in hydrocarbon filled sands from inferred electric anisotropy if such
an inference were possible. This also means that the transition from
regions of isotropic resistivity to regions of anisotropic resistivity
would mark the transition from water to oil within reservoir sands,
as demonstrated by Klein et al. (1997). A third related application is
the use of the horizontal and vertical resistivity as independent data
in stochastic rock physics simulations of fluid type, where the ability to accurately determine horizontal resistivity is essential.
The electromagnetic field originating from a horizontal electric
dipole (HED) source can be decomposed into two modes, transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM), where transverse
refers to the field orthogonal to some symmetry axis. For 1D models, the symmetry is about the vertical axes. The TE mode is characterized by horizontal electric current loops, where coupling
between layers is purely inductive; the TM mode is characterized
by vertical electric current loops (and horizontal magnetic field
loops), where coupling between layers is both galvanic and inductive. When the source and receivers are inline (i.e., the source dipole
is pointing along the receiver line) a thin resistive reservoir can be
detected by an anomalous electromagnetic field at source receiver
offsets typically about 3–6 times the target depth (e.g., Orange et al.,
2009). If the electric field is recorded by receivers in the purely
broadside (offline) configuration (i.e., the source to receiver line
makes a 90 degree angle with the dipole), the anomalous electric
field due to the resistive target layer is significantly lower than
the inline case (e.g., Constable and Weiss, 2006). Inspection of
the field line shape from a HED source shows there are more
vertical electric field lines per unit area through the buried resistor
directly below and inline with the source compared with offline.
The electric fields measured inline will be dominated by the TM
mode with a much smaller TE component. The resistive layer acts
as an efficient barrier shielding deeper conductors from the TM
mode vertical current loops and generates the detectable anomalous
response. Conversely, beneath the broadside receivers there are
more horizontal field lines through the buried resistor, therefore
the TE mode will contribute more to the broadside and offline data.
Despite the high resistivity of a reservoir, its thinness precludes significant inductive attenuation; hence the horizontally polarized TE
energy is relatively unmodified by its presence. Consequently, it is
generally considered that TM mode and galvanic effects are key in

generating the anomalous field and hence allowing for the detection
of the resistor (e.g., Weidelt, 2007). In contrast to the TE and TM
modes produced by a HED source, a vertical electric dipole source
(VED) will produce only a TM mode, and therefore, offers lower
resolution of target layers (e.g., Key 2009). For higher dimensional
features, the TE mode description may no longer be valid in the
vicinity of the anomalous structure due to galvanic effects generated
along its lateral edges.
If anisotropy is present the electromagnetic fields detected can be
further modified. Ramananjaona (2010) demonstrates that the TM
mode is sensitive to the vertical resistivity and the anisotropic ratio,
whereas the TE mode is more sensitive to the horizontal resistivity.
By examining the reflection coefficients, Ramananjaona (2010)
shows that an anisotropic layer of resistivity (Rhorz , Rvert ) and thickness H, has an equivalent isotropic layer for each mode. For the TE
mode, the equivalent isotropic layer is thickness H 0 ¼ H and resistivity R0 ¼ Rhorz, whereas for the TM mode the equivalent layer has
resistivity R0 ¼ Rvert and thickness H 0 ¼ λH. The λ term, which is
p
the anisotropy ratio ( Rvert ∕Rhorz ), leads to this noncomplete
equivalence between the isotropic and the anisotropic model, supporting the argument that isotropic modeling can be insufficient for
very anisotropic structures.
Overall, HED sources, which generate both TM and TE modes,
appear to be more sensitive to vertical resistivity (whether in the
overburden, basement, or in the reservoir) than horizontal resistivity. Sensitivity to horizontal resistivity, to whatever extent it exists,
arises from horizontal current flow from either the inductive component associated with TE mode propagation or from the horizontal
part of the TM field. To our knowledge, Abubakar et al. (2010) present the only work to date that has specifically addressed the ability
to resolve electric anisotropy of the reservoir. This work was done
using 2D models and only considered data that is inline with either
electric or magnetic transmitters. They concluded that both horizontal magnetic dipole sources with horizontal magnetic field receivers
and horizontal electric dipole sources with horizontal electric field
receivers are required to adequately discriminate both horizontal
and vertical resistivity. However, their work did not consider the
sensitivity of offline data from horizontal electric dipole sources.
While the benefits of a magnetic dipole source for determining
the horizontal reservoir resistivity are suggested by Abubakar
et al. (2010), there is currently no commercial system available with
such a source. We therefore have chosen to study the ability, or lack
thereof, to determine vertical and horizontal resistivity in reservoirs
using only commercially available inline and offline data configurations (i.e., that obtained from horizontal electric dipole sources)
We begin with 1D modeling studies demonstrating the magnitude
and location of sensitivity to anisotropy in a deep target example.
We also include the same type of study for a 3D slab model example. We then use stochastic 1D inversion simulations and 2D finite
element modeling to characterize how well various reservoir anisotropies can be resolved. We finish this work with 3D deterministic
inversions of anisotropic versus isotropic deep targets to further
characterize how well anisotropy may be resolved in a more realistic
data set.

1D SENSITIVITY STUDY
In this section, we use layered 1D models to investigate the
sensitivity of simulated HED CSEM data to horizontal anisotropy
located only in a target reservoir layer. The models, shown in
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Figure 1 and described in Table 1, contain an anisotropic 100-mthick target layer at depths of 1, 2, and 3 km below the mud line
(BML) in an isotropic host (models 1, 2, and 3, respectively). For
comparison, data are also simulated for a 3D reservoir slab model
identical to model 2 except the target is a 5 by 5 km slab at 2 km
BML. In the target layer Rvert is fixed at 40 Ωm and Rhorz is varied
from 1 to 40 Ωm to allow a range of anisotropies, with the end members representing a homogeneous shale and a homogeneous oil
filled sand, respectively. The simulated data-acquisition geometry
is a single receiver located at the origin. The source is an x-directed
horizontal electric dipole (HED) traversing on 17 east–west sail
lines with an x range from −15 to þ15 km. The sail lines are spaced
1 km apart in the y-direction with the sail line array centered on the
receiver location. Source points on each sail line are spaced 250 m
apart. Five frequencies (0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 Hz) representative of
common field acquisition are simulated. Received electric fields
that are parallel to the source dipole (E x ) are referred to as maxcoupled, whereas electric fields orthogonal to the source dipoles
(E y ) are referred to as null-coupled.
Figure 2 shows the E x and E y field amplitude for model 2 with no
target layer, with an isotropic target layer (Riso ¼ 40 Ωm) and with
an anisotropic target layer (Rvert ¼ 40 Ωm and Rhorz ¼ 1 Ωm).
Data at 0.5 Hz is shown because it is the frequency of maximum
responses for this model. Figure 2 shows the difference between the
target-layer and the no-target-layer case is clear for the E x ampli-

tudes and more difficult to see for the E y amplitudes. The difference
between the data from models with an anisotropic and with an isotropic target layer is very small in E x and E y , and the details cannot
be readily discerned. These differences in the electric field between
these two target types are typically on the same order of magnitude
as the noise level.
In this first section of the paper we have chosen to examine the
difference between responses from an isotropic target and an
anisotropic model relative to the expected data noise level to more
accurately access the level of sensitivity to the anisotropy. We have
chosen the expression in equation 1 as sensitivity sE :
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There are three contributions to the noise. The first contribution is a
relative error (E rel ) in the field amplitude expressed as a percentage
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which is relative to the noise level. The sensitivity to the horizontal
anisotropy is defined as the difference between field amplitudes (we
use E x or E y ) from a model with an anisotropic resistive layer E aniso,
and the field amplitude from a model with an isotropic resistive
layer model E iso , divided by a model of the expected noise measurement to quantify the sensitivity potentially obtainable in a commercial data set. A sensitivity sE value of two implies the difference
between the anisotropic and isotropic electric field values is twice
the noise value, E noise , at that location. We define the noise as
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Figure 1. (a) Models 1, 2, 3 are shown. (b) Three-dimensional slab
model consists of a 100 m thick, 5 by 5 km slab. Resistivity values
are given in Table 1.
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modeling.
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Figure 2. Field amplitudes E x and E y at 0.5 Hz for model 2. The E x
data is inline (a); the E y data is 3 km offline (b); three variations of
model 2 shown: with no target layer, an isotropic target layer and an
anisotropic target layer.
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absolute error (E abs ) is the transmitter-receiver system noise floor,
which we take to be an optimistic 10−16 V∕Am2 in this study. The
error due to rotation (E rot ) specifically arises from the uncertainty in
the receiver dipole orientation. If φ is a small error in the rotation
angle, F x and F y are the fields we measure, then the true fields E x ,
E y , can be given by the following matrix equation:

"

E
E

x
y

#

¼

"

cos ϕ sin ϕ
− sin ϕ cos ϕ

#"

The error due to this rotation error is then ΔE
some manipulation it can be shown that
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Figure 3. Amplitudes E x and E y and sensitivities at 0.5 Hz.
(a) shows E x amplitudes for inline and 6 km offline data for the
isotropic (Rhorz ¼ Rvert ¼ 40 Ωm) and anisotropic layer (Rhorz ¼
1 Ωm and Rvert ¼ 40 Ωm), shown as solid and dash lines, respectively. E noise is shown as the shaded region above and below each
line (darker shading is isotropic field noise). The corresponding sensitivities (as defined in equation 1) are plotted in (c). The equivalent
for E y are shown in (b) and (d) for 3 km and 6 km offline data.

The first term is the relative error of 5%, therefore, α ¼ 0.05. Morten et al. (2009) calculates the rotation error in a similar manner for
the inline data alone. In this study we used a fixed rotation
uncertainty φ of 5 degrees.
Figure 3 shows E x and E y field amplitudes and their corresponding sensitivity sE calculated at 0.5 Hz for model 2. For Figure 3 the
anisotropic layer has Rhorz ¼ 1 Ωm and Rvert ¼ 40 Ωm, the isotropic layer has Rhorz ¼ Rvert ¼ 40 Ωm. Figure 3a shows the E x amplitudes for inline and 6-km offline data, and Figure 3b shows the
E y amplitudes for 3-km and 6-km offline data. Due to the large amplitude range the differences between the two cases are difficult to
see. When the sensitivities relative to the noise (equation 1) are displayed in Figure 3c and 3d, the subtle differences are apparent. Both
E x and E y components become more sensitive as the offline distance increases and E x is more sensitive at 6 km than E y . At source
receiver offsets much greater than 10 km, the data becomes comparable to the noise level and the sensitivity goes to zero. Overall,
the inline data is above the noise floor to a few kilometers further
distances than the offline data.
One method to mitigate uncertainties in the receiver orientation is
to decompose the data into the electromagnetic polarization ellipse
parameters (e.g., Smith and Ward, 1974). The polarization ellipse
can be constructed from the locus of the resultant electric field vector when combining the E x and E y electric field amplitudes and
relative phases. The semi-major axis of the ellipse Pmax is a more
robust measure of the electric field because it is independent of the
receiver orientation. It only depends on the amplitudes of the E x and
E y components and their relative phase difference and is therefore
not affected by absolute phase errors arising from unknown timing
offsets between the source and receiver clocks. With a polarization
ellipse decomposition, all of the orientation uncertainty is isolated
into a single parameter, the ellipse orientation angle, which can be
disregarded so that the interpretation focuses only on the Pmax data.
However, it is worth noting that some conductivity information is
lost when the ellipse orientation is ignored. For example, Key and
Lockwood (2010) show up to a 20° difference in the ellipse orientation for offline data when the seafloor conductivity changed only by
a factor of two. With Pmax , the sensitivity to the anisotropy now can
be expressed by the sensitivity sp,

sP ¼
where Pnoise is given by

jPaniso − Piso j
;
jPnoise j

(8)
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Pnoise ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P2rel þ P2abs ;

(9)
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The Pmax sensitivities for models 1, 2, and 3 are shown in the
final column. Because Pmax is computed using both E x and E y ,
its sensitivity has a shape that is a combination of the sensitive regions of the individual components. The highest sensitivity to the
anisotropy is consistently in the furthest offline data within the noise
floor boundaries. To a lesser extent, there is sensitivity in the inline
regions that are lower and lie further from the source compared with
the offline data, giving the sensitivity an ellipsoidal shape that is
elongated in the inline (x) direction. Model 1 has a peak sensitivity
of around 7.5, model 2 the peak is around four. Model 3 does not
have sensitivity above the noise floor, despite Pmax being insensitive
to the rotation error.
Figure 5 shows the peak sensitivities sE over the entire survey
area as a function of source frequency and a range of target layer
anisotropy values created by increasing the Rhorz in the layer from 1
to 20 Ωm (Rvert ¼ 40 Ωm). This study was done for model 2 where
the target layer is 2 km BML. The largest sensitivity above the noise
floor is in the range of 0.25–1 Hz with a peak at 0.5 Hz. The sensitivity rapidly decreases for both higher and lower frequencies. As
Rhorz increases and the layer becomes less anisotropic, the sensitivity to anisotropy decreases, as expected (by definition it goes to zero
for a perfect isotropic layer). Figure 5 shows that at 0.5 Hz the E x
sensitivity becomes very small even for a modest increase in Rhorz
from 1 to 5 Ωm, which corresponds to a ratio (Rvert ∶Rhorz )
40∶1 to 40∶5. The E x sensitivity changes from greater than four
to less than one at 0.5 Hz. When Rhorz is 5 Ωm (ratio 40∶5), it
is comparable to the background value of Rhorz (4 Ωm) and the difference between the isotropic and anisotropic fields would be difficult to detect without further stacking of the data, or without future
instrumental improvements to lower the source-receive noise floor.
The E y sensitivities show a similar pattern, but overall, have much
lower sensitivity than E x .
Figure 6 shows the sensitivity for the 3D slab described in Table 1
using the same sensitivity definition and color scales as in Figure 4.
Note that in this study the depth of the target is held fixed at 2 km

Model 1

Model 2

y Position (km)

y Position (km)

Model 3

y Position (km)

where Prel is an assumed 5% noise of the Pmax values for the
anisotropic layer fields, and is due to systematic instrumental measurement errors; Pabs is an absolute error floor taken to be
10−16 V∕Am2 . Notice in this case there is no rotation error because
we utilize both x- and y-components in the polarization calculation.
A sensitivity sp value of two implies the difference between the
anisotropic and isotropic Pmax values is twice the typical error value
Pnoise , at that location.
To visualize the location of highest sensitivity, Figure 4 displays
the values sE and sp calculated for the entire survey area for models
1, 2, and 3. The plots also contain gray contour lines that mark the
10−15 V∕Am2 (inner) and the 10−16 V∕Am2 (outer) amplitude
levels, where the 10−16 V∕Am2 contour is the noise floor used
in sensitivity formulations shown earlier (E abs ). The data located
outside this contour are below the noise floor and hence would
not be obtainable in a real survey. The rapid diminishing of sensitivity as the source receiver distance increases is due to the data
reaching this noise floor. The white contour is where the sensitivity,
sE or sp, is equal to one and is where the difference between the
anisotropic and isotropic fields or polarization parameters is equal
to the noise level. The colored regions contained within the white
contours are where the responses have sensitivity above the noise
floor, and thus, where it is possible to discriminate the subtle anisotropic signal.
The first column in Figure 4 shows the sensitivity using the E x
field amplitude. At very short offsets the anisotropic sensitivity is
zero due to the basic lack of sensitivity to the deep reservoir. The
sensitivity increases moving away from the source in general due to
the increased coupling with the reservoir, but there is a marked geometry aspect to the E x sensitivity. The purely inline and offline
(broadside) regions have the highest sensitivity, but this diminishes
rapidly where the E x amplitude drops to zero due to the basic dipole
geometry (roughly along 45 degree azimuths). The maximum sensitivity value for models 1, 2, and 3 are found at
Sensitivity of E x
Sensitivity of E y
Sensitivity of P max
offline distances of 7, 6, and 6 km, respectively
8
along x ¼ 0 km, directly perpendicular to the
4
x-pointing dipole source. For models 1 and 2,
0
the peak sensitivity value is around seven and
–4
four, respectively. For model 3 where the target
–8
is at 3 km BML, the sensitivity barely exceeds
8
one for any source location.
4
The second column in Figure 4 shows the sen0
sitivity to the E y field amplitude component. In
–4
this case, the regions with sensitivity above one
–8
(above the noise level) all reside offline in
8
patches away from the x- and y-axes, as ex4
pected, given that E y component has zero ampli0
tude along the x- and y-axes due to the dipole
–4
geometry. The sensitivity tends to increase mov–8
−10 −5
0
5
10
−10 −5
0
5
10
−10 −5
0
5
10
ing further offline away from the source axis. For
x Position (km)
x Position (km)
x Position (km)
model 1 where the target is at 1 km depth, the
Sensitivity
region of high sensitivity covers a greater spatial
3 4 5 6 7 8
2
1
extent for E y data compared with the E x data;
however, the peak values are lower. Overall,
Figure 4. Sensitivity to the anisotropy is shown for E x, E y components and for Pmax for
the E y component sensitivities are lower than
models 1, 2, and 3. The white contour marks where these sensitivities are equal to one
E x and do not exceed a value of three, even
and the gray contours mark the 10−15 V∕Am2 (inner) and the 10−16 V∕Am2 (outer)
noise floor. Red arrows show the HED position.
for the shallowest target.
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depth, and the three rows represent scenarios where the source is
placed at the origin, at 4 and 6 km from the origin along the y-axis.
Overall the sensitivities are significantly less than for the layered
model at the same depth of 2 km (second row in Figure 4). The
E y component alone is now insensitive to the anisotropy, suggesting
that the E y sensitivity in the 1D studies depends on the large lateral
extent of the target. When the source is directly over the target
(shown in the top row), the sensitivity is above the noise level only
for the offline E x responses. The middle row shows the target is
coupled optimally when the source is located 4 km from the target
center, as illustrated by the peak sensitivity of around three. The
sensitive data are localized to a small region located 6–8 km offline.
The bottom row shows the data collected when the source is at 6 km
from the origin, again there is sensitivity offline but it is lower than

the optimally coupled 4-km source position. The Pmax sensitivities
for each case tend to reflect the E x sensitivities because the E x component is the main contributor.

STOCHASTIC INVERSIONS

y Position (km)

y Position (km)

y Position (km)

Maximum Sensitivity

In this section we use the 1D stochastic inversion algorithm developed by Chen et al. (2007) to determine the ability to resolve the
anisotropic parameters of a resistive target in model 2 in an inverse
sense. We assume that the location and thickness of the reservoir
target can be determined from seismic data or other information.
We estimate Rvert and anisotropy ratio λ. The resistivity of seawater,
the overburden, and the bedrock are also considered unknowns. We
estimate parameters using data along two survey lines, inline (y ¼
0 m) and offline (y ¼ 6 km), for a model with an isotropic target
(Rhorz ¼ Rvert ¼ 40 Ωm) and an anisotropic target (Rhorz ¼ 1 Ωm
and Rvert ¼ 40 Ωm). We use the same priors for the two cases and
a)
b)
assume that Rvert is uniformly distributed on (1, 200) Ωm, and the
Ex
Ey
4.0
ratio Rvert ∕Rhorz is uniformly distributed on (1, 100). The prior
R horz
distributions of seawater, overburden, and bedrock resistivity are
1 Ωm
2.5 Ωm
3.0
uniformly distributed on (0.1, 1.0) Ωm, (1, 10) Ωm, and
5 Ωm
(1, 10) Ωm, respectively. Although this 1D example is a simplified
10 Ωm
20 Ωm
model with a very small number of parameters (five) and is not re2.0
presentative of the resolution that could be achieved in real-world
inversions of field data without perfect a priori knowledge of the
1.0
layer boundaries, it merely serves to illustrate the relative differences in resolution of Rhorz versus Rvert for different data types
0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
0.5
1.0
2.0
1.5
(i.e., inline and offline data).
Frequency (Hz)
Frequency (Hz)
Markov chain Monte Carlo methods are used to explore the joint
posterior distribution of unknowns. A hybrid sampling strategy
Figure 5. The peak sensitivity extracted from the contour plots for
described in Chen et al. (2007) is used. The sampling methods
model 2 is plotted against frequency. The values are plotted for a
include (1) single variable Metropolis-Hastings methods (SMH)
range of anisotropy ratios indicated by the variation of Rhorz from
one to 20 Ωm, whereas Rvert is fixed at 40 Ωm. Figure (a) shows the
(Metropolis et al., 1953; Hastings et al., 1970), (2) multivariate
E x component data and (b) E y .
Metropolis-Hastings methods (MMH), (3) single variable slice sampling methods (SSS) (Neal, 2003), and (4) multivariate slice sampling methods (MSS). At each iteration, we
Sensitivity of E x
Sensitivity of E y
Sensitivity of Pmax
randomly select one of the above methods for up8
dating. We start from five different sets of initial
4
values, which are the lower bounds, upper
0
bounds, median, 25% quantile, and 75% quan–4
tiles of the prior bounds. We use the potential
–8
scale reduction factor (PSRF) to monitor the con8
vergence of the five chains using the method by
4
Brooks and Gelman (1998), which is a measure
0
of the between-chain variability relative to the
within-chain variability. With that approach, if
–4
the scale reduction score is less than 1.2, the Mar–8
8
kov chain is considered converged; otherwise,
4
more runs are needed.
The stochastic inversion was run with 5%
0
Gaussian noise added to the synthetic data.
–4
Figure 7a and 7b shows the parameter probability
–8
−10 −5
0
5
10
−10 −5
0
5
10
−10 −5
0
5
10
density functions (PDFs) obtained for the horix Position (km)
x Position (km)
x Position (km)
zontal and vertical resistivity for the isotropic
Sensitivity
target model. Based on the forward modeling re1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
sults, we would expect the inline data to have the
highest sensitivity to Rvert and the offline data to
Figure 6. Sensitivity to the anisotropy for E x, E y components and for Pmax for the 3D
have the highest sensitivity to Rhorz , which is
slab model. The white contours marks where these sensitivities are equal to one and the
−15
2
−16
2
consistent with the mode and standard deviations
gray contours mark the 10
V∕Am and the 10
V∕Am noise floors of the data.
of these parameters listed in Table 2. The mode
Red arrows show the source dipole position.
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ence is calculated to determine how sensitive the electric field response is to the value of Rhorz compared with the background value.
Here we are concerned with the variation in field response as Rhorz is
varied and we are unconcerned with the measurement noise. The
equation

of both the inline and offline PDFs are within 1% of Rvert , as expected. Conversely, for Rhorz, the offline mode is within 15%,
whereas the mode of the inline data is 38% too low. This result
indicates that there is information about Rhorz in the inline because
the PDF clearly indicates it is resistive. The larger parameter standard deviations (width of the PDFs) for Rhorz compared with Rvert
reflects the lower sensitivity to Rhorz , which was seen in the forward
modeling studies.
The parameter PDFs for the anisotropic target layer are shown in
Figure 8a and 8b. The results for Rvert are consistent with that of the
isotropic case, with the PDFs for both inline and offline data within
1% of the true values. The PDFs for Rhorz show that both the inline
and offline data resolve the Rhorz better than the isotropic case. The
mode is closer to the true value and the standard deviation smaller
using the offline data compared with the inline.
The stochastic inversions lead to two main conclusions; first, that
Rvert of the 1D target layer is well resolved by both inline and offline
data, and second, that the anisotropic layer Rhorz of 1 Ωm is much
better resolved than the more resistive isotropic layer Rhorz of 40 Ω
m. To further explore how the ability to resolve Rhorz may be affected by the value of Rhorz in the target layer, data were simulated
for anisotropic models and a reference model with the same geometry as model 2. In this section the reference model target layer
Rhorz is equal to the basement Rhorz of 4 Ωm and Rvert is 40 Ωm. The
anisotropy is varied in the target layer by fixing Rvert at 40 Ωm and
varying Rhorz 1–20 Ωm, which ranges from less than to greater than
Rhorz of the reference model. For each model, a percentage differ-
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Figure 7. Probability density functions obtained from stochastic inversion for the isotropic target layer. (a) Inline (black) and offline
(red) PDFs for Rhorz. (b) Inline (black) and offline (red) PDFs for
Rvert . True values shown as a blue line.
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where E aniso is the E x field for the anisotropic reservoir and E ref is
the E x field from the reference model is used. This percentage difference, sPD , versus the target layer Rhorz is plotted in Figure 9a and
9b for inline and 6 km offline data, respectively. For the inline and
offline cases there is a large increase in percentage difference as
Rhorz becomes more conductive than the reference/background value. There is a much smaller increase as Rhorz becomes more resistive than the background. In both cases, all data below the noise
floor are removed which explains why the offline figure (Figure 9b),
despite being more sensitive to the anisotropy, only contains the two
lowest frequencies. The large gradient as Rhorz is made more conductive compared with more resistive explains why the stochastic
inversion resolves the conductive Rhorz better than the resistive
Rhorz . When Rhorz is more resistive than 4 Ωm (the background),
the change in electric field response decreases. This effect appears
similar to the saturation effect observed for the magnetotelluric
method, where the magnetotelluric response can be shown to saturate once the resistivity contrast for a resistive layer reaches a certain
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Figure 8. Probability density functions obtained from stochastic inversion for the anisotropic target layer. (a) Inline (black) and offline
(red) PDFs for Rhorz. (b) Inline (black) and offline (red) PDFs for
Rvert . True values shown as a blue line.

Table 2. Table of mode and standard deviations for target layer parameters in model 2 from stochastic inversions with 5% noise
level.
Isotropic target

Anisotropic target

Inline

Value
Mode
StD

Offline

Inline

Offline

Rvert

Rhorz

Rvert

Rhorz

Rvert

Rhorz

Rvert

Rhorz

40
40.12
0.105

40
25.41
67.1

40
40.22
0.170

40
34.35
49.2

40
40.18
0.104

1
1.03
0.055

40
40.17
0.216

1
1.00
0.019
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Percentage Difference %

limit (typically about a factor of 10 more resistive than the background).
To gain further physical insight into this saturation behavior, here
we look at the field and current density sections in the x-z plane
through the target layer for model 2. Figure 10 shows the E field
and current density polarization ellipses in the x-z axis (y ¼ 0, inline) computed using a 2D adaptive finite element code (Key and
Ovall, 2011) after minor modifications to handle anisotropy. The
background color is the Pmax amplitude for the anisotropic reservoir
case; the white polarization ellipses are for the anisotropic reservoir,
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Figure 9. Percentage difference sPD (equation 10) used to show the
sensitivity to variation in Rhorz normalized by the reference value of
Rhorz . Inline data are shown in (a) and offline data in (b).

the black are the isotropic reservoir. Figure 10a shows the electric
field polarizations. However, it is difficult to see the anisotropic
ellipses (white) underneath the isotropic data ellipses (black), illustrating that the electric field polarization is nearly identical for the
anisotropic and isotropic target cases. Inside the reservoir layer at
4.5 to 4.6 km depth, both anisotropic and isotropic fields are vertically polarized, as expected from the electromagnetic version of
Snell’s law considered for the TM mode at the boundary between
a conductor and resistor. In Figure 10b, 10c, and 10d, we show the
electric current density polarizations, computed by multiplying the
electric fields by the anisotropic conductivity. Now we can see that
the current polarizations have a significantly different shape in the
reservoir layer, depending on the horizontal resistivity. The isotropic target is predominantly vertically polarized, whereas the anisotropic target has a large horizontal component and the ellipses are
more horizontally polarized, especially at short offsets. At farther
offsets there is still a large horizontal current density component
compared with the isotropic target but at longer offsets the vertical
current density component increases fairly rapidly, making the ellipses vertically polarized. The difference is most pronounced when
Rhorz is 1 Ωm (Figure 10b). As Rhorz increases, the current density
ellipses tend to more closely resemble the isotropic case with vertical polarization inside the reservoir. Figure 11 shows the horizontal and vertical components of the current density at the center of the
target layer at 3 km offset from the source (x ¼ 3 km, z ¼ 4.55 km)
for a range of Rhorz with Rvert fixed at 40 Ωm. As one would expect,
the vertical current density stays constant as Rhorz increases because
the vertical conductivity remains unchanged. The horizontal current
density decreases in proportion to 1∕Rhorz , as expected from Ohm’s
law. When Rhorz is less than 2.5 Ωm, the horizontal current density
is larger than the vertical density, whereas at greater values of Rhorz
the horizontal current density is far below the vertical density. It is at
this point that the field and current are dominantly vertical. Therefore, we can now explain the saturation effect shown in Figure 9 as
arising from the transition from horizontally dominated current in
the reservoir to a vertically dominated current when Rhorz becomes
greater than 2.5 Ωm. Once the polarization is dominantly vertical,

10 –11
J horz

Current Density (Am −2)

J vert

Figure 10. Depth section (x-z plane) through the reservoir. Polarization ellipses are shown for the isotropic reservoir case in black
and the anisotropic reservoir in white. Shaded colors indicate the
strength of the polarization-ellipse maximum (anisotropic case).
(a) The electric field polarization-ellipses. (b-d) The current density
polarization ellipses for increasing anisotropies (the colorbar for
(c and d) is the same as (b)).
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Figure 11. Horizontal and vertical current density in the reservoir at
x ¼ 3 km is plotted against horizontal resistivity.
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sensitivity to the horizontal conductivity has saturated and the sensitivity to anisotropy in a target is low.

3D GRADIENT-BASED ANISOTROPIC INVERSION
We have seen from the first two sections, the sensitivity analysis
and the stochastic inversions, that there is information in the inline
and offline electric fields that provides high sensitivity to the
vertical electric resistivity and to a lesser extent the horizontal electric resistivity of the target layer or slab. In particular, we see that
when the horizontal resistivity is conductive relative to the vertical
and background resistivity, the 1D stochastic inversion shows it can
be well resolved. However, once the horizontal resistivity becomes
resistive relative to the background, it is less well resolved.
Unfortunately, most exploration scenarios are not well modeled
by 1D and require at least 2D and often 3D inversion of the field
data to accurately model potential reservoirs and their surrounding
structures. Although any study of resolution using a specific inversion code is always open to the criticism that results are specific to
the code used, we feel it is still instructive. Additionally, we are
using a code that is in wide use throughout the industry, the LBNL
EM3D_GEO code (Newman and Alumbaugh, 1997; Newman and
Hoversten, 2000, Newman et al. 2010).
For the 3D inversion studies we use the 3D slab model shown in
Figure 1b, where the target layer is a 5 × 5 km slab, 100 m thick at
a depth of 2 km BML, and with the same vertical and horizontal
resistivity used for the 1D model. Frequencies of 0.125, 0.25,
0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 Hz are used. The model inversion grid is discretized at 150, 150, and 100 m in x, y, and z, respectively. The inversion used a nonlinear transformation of the model parameters to
bound resistivity throughout the model to between 0.5 and 100 Ωm,
unless otherwise noted. An array of 25 receivers is laid out symmetrically over the target with 2 km separations in both x and y. Source
tow-lines of up to 15 km are run over the array with inline and offline components in both x and y. The maximum offline distance is
8 km in the first examples. For the 8 km offsets, we assumed a noise
floor of 10−16 V∕Am2 to allow sufficient number of data at the 8 km
offsets. A maximum offline distance of 4 km with a 10−15 V∕Am2
noise floor is also considered, reflecting what we normally consider
usable data from field operations. The choice of how much offline
data to use varies with circumstances, some operations use data to
larger offline distances, but we have found that it is generally very
noisy, more so than our simple noise model (% of amplitude plus
rotation error) accounts for. We will not speculate on the source of
this addition error as a function of offline distance but simply note
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its existence. Synthetic data was contaminated by Gaussian noise
with standard deviation set to 2% of the amplitude of the electric
field. This value was chosen to match the error level used by
Abubakar et al. (2010). All inversions shown are for the iteration
with rms misfit just below 1.0. The inversion started from the true
background model without the target present. This can be considered a best-case scenario; our experience indicates that the determination of the position and absolute resistivity of targets worsens as
the accuracy of the background (starting) model decreases.
We first consider the inversion of the isotropic target where Rhorz
and Rvert is 40 Ωm. Figure 12 shows vertical cross sections through
the center of the target body (y ¼ 0). Figure 13 shows plan views of
the Rvert and Rhorz at the depth slices of maximum resistivity. We see
the spatial location of the target is well defined (Figure 13a) with the
maximum Rvert of 10.5 Ωm as compared with the true value of 40 Ω
m at a depth 100 m deeper than the target. Rhorz is much less well
resolved. The maximum Rhorz is 2.1 Ωm at a depth of 3900–4000 m
compared with the true value of 40 Ωm. While the inverted Rhorz
shows an indication that the target has higher Rhorz than the background it is very slight. In a true 3D environment with variable
structure and background resistivity this variation would not be considered significant. In this case we would not be able to reliably
indicate that the target was either isotropic or anisotropic.
The vertical positioning of the anomalous Rvert is enhanced by its
being at the contact between conductive and more resistive material
at 2 km BML. Studies using EM3D_GEO have shown that in a halfspace background with no constraints (either removing smoothing
across boundaries, or imposing bounds on allowable resistivity in
certain regions) the resistive target would focus approximately 10%
(200 m) too shallow. The maximum resistivity will always be less
than the true value with the difference increasing with depth of the
target. The lower resistivity is somewhat compensated in the inversion with an increase in the thickness so that the reservoir resistivity-thickness product is preserved, as is also typically seen in 1D
inversions (e.g., Key 2009; Brown et al., 2012).
Next we consider the anisotropic 3D target where Rvert ¼
40 Ωm and Rhorz ¼ 1.0 Ωm. Figure 14 shows the vertical cross
sections and Figure 15 the horizontal depth slices. The reconstruction of Rvert in the vertical cross sections is not significantly different compared with the isotropic case. The maximum resistivity of
12.5 Ωm occurs 100 m too deep. The inversion of Rhorz (Figure 14b)
has produced a region of lower resistivity, 1.5 Ωm compared with
the true value of 1.0 Ωm, which is 200 m too shallow. The spatial
image of both Rvert and Rhorz (Figure 15) shows good agreement

Figure 12. Inversion results for the 3D isotropic target model. Panel (a) shows an x-z cross section of vertical resistivity, and (b) shows
horizontal resistivity (x-direction). Location of 3D anisotropic target is shown by black outline, and receiver positions are shown as black
triangles.
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with the lateral extent of the slab. In this case where the anisotropic
target has more conductive Rhorz , the lateral resolution of Rhorz is
much better than in the isotropic case (compare Figure 15b with
Figure 13b). In these examples, the 3D inversion is insensitive
to anisotropy.
Reducing the maximum offline separation from 8 km with a
10−16 V∕Am2 noise floor to 4 km with a 10−15 V∕Am2 noise floor
has only a minor effect on inversion results. The inverted Rvert for
the anisotropic model produces 15 Ωm as a maximum resistivity,
and this occurs at the true depth of 4500–4600 m. This is compared
with 12.5 Ωm and 100 m too deep for the 8 km offline inversion of
the anisotropic model. The isotropic model results are almost
identical.
Although a complete study of the effects of inversion constraints
is beyond the scope of this paper, one illustration is worth considering. In practice, prior knowledge including wells, seismic data, and

geology of the basin provide additional constraints that can be used
in inversion. Figure 16 shows the inversion results for the isotropic
reservoir model with maximum 4-km offline data and
10−15 V∕Am2 noise floor when the upper bound on allowed resistivity (Rhorz and Rvert ) in the overburden is changed from 100 to
10 Ωm and the inversion’s roughness penalty (i.e., smoothing) is
removed across the top and base of the target slab. Now even with
the reduced amount of data, reflecting a more likely field case, the
maximum inverted Rvert reaches 33 Ωm compared with 12.5 Ωm in
the less constrained case (Figures 12 and 13). The added constraints
have not, however, improved the resolution of Rhorz .
As was seen in the 1D inversion results of the isotropic versus
anisotropic layer, the inversion is more sensitive to conductive Rhorz
than resistive Rhorz . However, the ability to resolve Rvert and Rhorz
for a 3D target is far worse than for a 1D layer. Although one can
always argue that a different algorithm may produce improved

Figure 13. Depth slices through the 3D anisotropic inversion of the isotropic target model. Panel (a) shows vertical resistivity for depth slice
4600–4700 m, and (b) shows horizontal resistivity in the x-direction for depth slice 3900–4000 m (location of largest differences from background). Isotropic target is outlined in black, with receiver array shown as black dots.

Figure 14. Inversion results for the 3D anisotropic slab model. Panel (a) shows an x-z cross section of vertical resistivity, and (b) shows
horizontal resistivity (x-direction). Location of the 3D anisotropic target is shown by black outline and receiver positions are shown as black
triangles.
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Figure 15. Depth slices through the inversion results for the 3D anisotropic target model. Panel (a) shows vertical resistivity for depth slice
4600–4600 m, and (b) shows horizontal resistivity in the x-direction for depth slice 4300–4400 m (location of largest differences from background). Anisotropic target is outlined in black, with receiver array shown as black dots.

Figure 16. Constrained inversion results for the isotropic 3D slab model. Panel (a) shows an x-z cross section of vertical resistivity, (b) shows
horizontal resistivity (x-direction). Location of 3D anisotropic target shown is by black outline and receiver positions are shown as black
triangles.
results, the models found by this algorithm fit the data to better than
2% and clearly demonstrate that there is large nonuniqueness in the
3D model space. The 3D inversions were also run for the equivalent
of model 1, where the slab was moved to 1 km BML. In these tests
(not shown), the extreme values of the inverted resistivity came
closer to the true values but still were not nearly as accurate as
1D examples with the target layer 1 km BML.

CONCLUSIONS
We conducted a suite of simulation studies to understand the sensitivity and resolution capabilities of marine CSEM for detecting
electric anisotropy within a reservoir. Because the horizontal resistivity can help distinguish an anisotropic shale from an isotropic
reservoir, our studies have paid particular attention to the sensitivity
to horizontal resistivity. The 1D sensitivity studies showed that deep
water (2.5 km water depth) CSEM surveys using an HED source are

relatively insensitive to modest anisotropy in a reservoir target. This
is especially true when the target horizontal resistivity is larger than
the background horizontal resistivity. By using a somewhat realistic
noise model that includes relative and absolute noise sources, as
well as uncertainty in the receiver orientation, we showed that
the areas of low but detectable sensitivity are predominantly localized offline at distances of 3–8 km. The sensitivity to the reservoir
diminishes rapidly as the reservoir depth increases and as the anisotropy ratio decreases. The sensitivity also decreases rapidly at
higher and lower source frequencies than 0.5 Hz. Well-constrained
stochastic 1D inversion results showed that there is sensitivity to the
horizontal resistivity in both inline data, and to a greater extent, in
the offline data. Stochastic inversion results and the deterministic
3D inversion results highlight an important consideration in resolving transverse anisotropy in a target. That is, as the horizontal resistivity decreases below the background resistivity the data
sensitivity to the anisotropy increases. If the horizontal resistivity
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is greater than or comparable to the background resistivity, the data
are far less sensitive to the anisotropy. Although the 3D inversion is
unable to resolve the correct horizontal and vertical resistivity, when
the target horizontal resistivity is more conductive than the background, the resolution is slightly better. In general for the 3D inversion (which far is less constrained than the 1D stochastic inversion),
the reservoir vertical resistivity is better resolved than the horizontal
resistivity, particularly when the horizontal resistivity of the target is
greater than or equal to the background resistivity. Examination of
the current density polarization within the reservoir shows that the
decreasing sensitivity to horizontal resistivity and hence to anisotropy in the reservoir is due to the reservoir current becoming vertically dominant as horizontal resistivity increases, resulting in a
saturation of the sensitivity to horizontal resistivity.
Although the HED source has sensitivity to the target horizontal
resistivity, the sensitivity to the vertical resistivity is greater than that
of the horizontal resistivity. We conclude that to be able to discriminate modest anisotropy in a deep-water target (2.5 km) using
CSEM either a new source configuration or a combination of
HED and HMD sources may be required.
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